THE HIDDEN SOURCE OF THE OUTER TURMOIL
January 1939
Another angle from which the world situation can be
viewed with profit is to look for the hidden source of the
outer turmoil. This is seldom what men think it is for
the source lies in the realm of energies and forces. As I
explained elsewhere (The Destiny of the Nation, pages
3-47)*, there are three great streams of energy working powerfully in the world at this time and two others are also
struggling for expression, making the five that––together––
will determine the trend of world affairs. To repeat briefly:
1. The first and the most powerful force is that pouring
into the world from Shamballa, the planetary center where
the Will of God is known. Only twice in our planetary
––––––––––
*These pages will be found at the end of this document along with one
other document.
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history has this Shamballa energy made its presence felt
directly: the first time, when the great human crisis occurred
at the individualization of man in ancient Lemuria; the
second time, in Atlantean days in the great struggle between the Lords of Light and the Lords of Material Form,
also called the Dark Forces. Today, this force streams out
from the Holy Center; it embodies the Will aspect of the
present world crisis and its two subsidiary effects or qualities are:

have our being. Students can relate these three centers
to the three solar systems, referred to in A Treatise on
Cosmic Fire. In the first solar system, the center which is
Humanity was prepared and the principle of intelligence
came into manifestation. In the second solar system, the
Hierarchy of Love made its appearance and must come into
full manifestation, thereby enabling the love of God to be
seen. In the next solar system, the center which we today
call Shamballa, will manifest the Will aspect of Deity intelligently through love. It is interesting to note that it is
only through human beings, that these three centers ever
come into true functioning activity; and likewise that the
three major ideologies (the totalitarian, the democratic,
the communistic) may be the response––distorted and yet
responsive––to the forces playing from the two higher centers on to the human. This we discussed earlier (The Destiny of the Nation, page 22).
Those of you who are seeking to serve humanity and
to join in the Hierarchical effort to bring healing to a
world in pain, must learn to penetrate behind appearances,
behind the methods and schemes, the results and effects
on the physical plane and endeavor to contact the forces
of Shamballa or of the Hierarchy, plus the human need
which has produced these modes of expression and thus
see them for what they are––not worn out systems and childish efforts at improvement but embryonic plans whereby,
eventually, may come release and the culture and civilization of the New Age. If you are seeking to bring illumination into the dark places of the earth (which means into
the minds of men), then you must yourselves see clearly
and relate the abstract and the concrete in such a manner
that, in your own lives, a working idealism may be seen:
only so can a working idealism of a national, racial and
human nature also be seen. The head as well as the heart
must be used, and this many earnest people are apt to
forget. Can you possibly work at high tension in this endeavor––a tension produced by the interrelation of the
head and the heart, working out creatively through the

a. The destruction of that which is undesirable and hindering in the present world forms (in government,
religion and society).
b. The synthesizing force which binds together that which
has hitherto been separated.
The Shamballa force is so new and so unrecognized that
it is hard for humanity to know it for what it is––the demonstration of the beneficent Will of God in new and potent
livingness.
2. The second major force which is potently making itself
felt today is that of the spiritual Hierarchy, the planetary
center where the Love of God holds sway, as it swings into
one of its major cyclic approaches to the earth. The problem before the Hierarchy at this time is so to direct and
control all five of the powerful energies that the Divine
Plan can materialize, and the close of this century see the
Purpose of God for humanity assuming right direction and
proportion.
3. Humanity itself is the third major planetary center
through which one of the three divine aspects, Intelligence,
is expressing itself, producing its world effects.
These three centers are closely interrelated and must
be thought of as expressions of divine livingness, as embodying three stages in the unfoldment of God's Plan and as
constituting the three major centers––Head, Heart, Throat––
in the body of the One in Whom we live and move and
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throat center, esoterically understood? In this last sentence
I have expressed for disciples the nature of the effort they
need to make.
It is in the recognition of what is happening to mankind as a whole and behind the scenes, that the thinkers of
the world and the new group of world servers can best serve;
it is the unfoldment of the human consciousness in response
to the presented conditions in any country or countries that
is of moment: the "human state of mind" is just beginning
to focus itself on the things that matter and to express itself
in a living fashion. The thinkers and servers must learn to
concentrate upon the awakening consciousness and not upon
the superficial movements. This awakening goes on apace
and, my brothers, satisfactorily. The form or forms may
suffer but the intrinsic awareness of man is becoming,
during this century, expressively divine.
The two other forces which tend to increase the already prevalent tension in the world are:
4. The forces of materialism, streaming out into the three
worlds from the so-called "Dark Forces" or Black Lodge,
and from those groups of lives and workers which are the
antithesis of the Great White Lodge.
5. The force emanating from that section of humanity
which is found in every part of the world and which we
call the Jewish people. What I say here has no specific
reference to any individual; I am considering the world
problem, centering around the Jews as a whole.
These two forces greatly complicate the problem by
which humanity and the Hierarchy are faced, but it should
be remembered that they also produce that balancing
which is ever needed for the production of right conditions.
There is little that I can tell you about the Dark Forces.
They are not the problems of humanity but that of the
Hierarchy. The task of these Forces is the preservation of
the form life and the working out of methods and aims
which are inherent in the processes of manifestation. The
Black Lodge, so-called, is occupied with the form aspect of
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manifestation: the White Lodge with the consciousness
aspect. It might, therefore, be stated that:
1. Shamballa is occupied with the life aspect in its
graded impulses.
2. The Hierarchy is occupied with the consciousness
aspect in its graded series of expansions.
3. The Black Lodge is occupied with the matter aspect
in its multiplicity of forms.
Again, light may come to you, if you relate this triple
statement to the three solar systems and to the three aspects
of divinity. Evil or wrong, therefore, exists only when the
emphasis is retained in the wrong aspect from the point of
view of the unfoldment attained or when that which has
been used and developed to the necessary point, holds the
life or consciousness too long. Hence, my brothers, the
beneficent nature of death.
The Forces of Darkness are powerful energies, working
to preserve that which is ancient and material; hence they
are pre-eminently the forces of crystallization, of form preservation, of the attractiveness of matter, and of the lure of
that which is existent in the form life of the three worlds.
They consequently block deliberately the inflow of that
which is new and life-giving; they work to prevent the understanding of that which is of the New Age; they endeavor
to preserve that which is familiar and old, to counteract the
effects of the oncoming culture and civilization, to bring
blindness to the peoples and to feed steadily the existing
fires of hate, of separateness, of criticism and of cruelty.
These forces, as far as the intelligent peoples of the world
are concerned, work insidiously and cloak their effort in fair
words, leading even disciples to express hatred of persons
and ideologies, fostering the hidden seeds of hatred found
in many human beings. They fan to fury the fear and hate of
the world in an effort to preserve that which is old and make
the unknown appear undesirable, and they hold back the
forces of evolution and of progress for their own ends. These
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ends are as inscrutable to you as are the plans of the Ruler
of Shamballa.
These are forces which it is well for you to recognize
as existing, but there is little that yon, as individuals or as
groups, can do about them beyond seeing to it that there is
nothing in you which could make you––unimportant as you
are––a focal point for their efforts or an agent for the distribution of their peculiar type of energy––the energy of
focused and directed hate, of separation, of fear and pride.
With them we who are connected directly with the Hierarchy
have to deal, but you can aid more than you know through
the regulation of thoughts and ideas, through the cultivation
of a loving spirit and through the general use of the Great
Invocation.
We come now, for a brief moment, to a consideration
of the Jewish question. Remember that it is an interesting
fact that the Jews are found in every land without exception,
that their influence is potent and widespread (far more so
than they themselves are willing to recognize), and that they
wield most potently that peculiar concretization of energy
which we call money. They constitute, in a strange manner,
a unique and distinctly separated world center of energy.
The reason for this is that they represent the energy and the
life of the previous solar system. You have often been told
how at the close of this solar system, a certain percentage
of the human family will fail to make the grade and will
then be held in pralaya, or in solution, until the time for the
manifestation of the next and third solar system comes
around. Then they will constitute the advanced guard and
the symbol of the coming humanity of that system. The same
thing occurred in the system before this one and those whom
we now call the Jews (a purely modern name and distinction,
as I tried to show in the last few pages of A Treatise on the
Seven Rays, Vol. I, Esoteric Psychology), are the descendants
of that earlier group which was held in pralaya between the
first and second solar systems. If you will remember that the
third ray governed that system and also governs the Jewish
race, if you bear in mind that that system was occupied with

the divine aspects of matter only and with external conditions, and that the Jews were the highest product of that
system you can come to an understanding of the Jew, his
separateness, his desire for racial purity and his interest in
that which is commercial and tangible. The Jew, down the
ages, has insisted upon being separated from all other races
but he brought over from the previous system the knowledge
(necessary then but obsolete now) that his race was the
"chosen people." The "Wandering Jew" has wandered from
System One to this where he must learn the lesson of absorption and cease his wandering. He has insisted upon racial
purity, for that was his major problem in early Lemurian
times when the race came into a world that had in it no
human beings, for it was before the coming of the Lords
of Flame; this insistence has been carried down the ages
and has governed the rules of marriage and the preparation
of food instead of being dropped (as it should have been)
thousands of years ago. It is these facts (unknown to the
modern Jew) which has militated against him down the
years and made it possible for the forces of separativeness
and of hate, to use the Jewish race to stir up world difficulty,
and thus bring to a crisis the basic human problem of separation. When humanity has solved the Jewish problem (with
the understanding cooperation of the Jew) and overcome
ancient antipathies and hatreds, it will do so by fusing the
problem in one vast humanitarian situation. When that
happens, the problem will be rapidly solved and one of the
major difficulties will disappear off the face of the earth.
Racial fusion will then be possible. Our earth humanity and
the group of human beings who are far more ancient in
their origin than we are, will form one humanity and then
there will be peace on earth.
Why our planet and this solar system should have been
constituted the nursery for the seeds of separativeness and
why this remnant of humanity, far more advanced than ours,
should have been destined to work out its future on our
earth, is hid in the knowledge of the Lord of Shamballa,
and is unattainable knowledge for you and, indeed, for many
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in the Hierarchy. It is simply a fact to be accepted by you.
The solution will come, as I said, when the races regard
the Jewish problem as a humanitarian problem but also
when the Jew does his share of understanding, love and right
action. This he does not yet do, speaking racially. He must
let go of his own separative tendencies and of his deep sense
of persecution. He will do this latter with great facility,
when he grasps, as a race, the significance and inevitability
of the Law of Karma, and from a close study of the Old
Testament and of the acts and deeds there claimed by him
as his racial acts and deeds (conquest, terrorism and cruelty),
realizes that the law is working out and incidentally releasing
him for a greater future. There must, at the same time, be
a realization by the Jew and Gentile of equal responsibility,
and equal liability for the present world difficulty.
The two forces to which I have been referring must,
therefore, be taken into account by all disciples as they seek
to serve in this critical cycle; these two forces must also be
taken into your calculations as you start this new group
work or your wrong idealisms and thoughts may hinder the
group work. You must recognize theoretically the five
forces (three major and two minor) which meet and clash
in the human family at this time. It has been necessary for
me to bring these facts to your attention. If disciples are
to do group work together on mental levels, they must clear
their minds of prejudice, hatreds and any tendency to
superiority and criticism. You cannot work, as a group, if
these ideas and thoughts are present, and I am preparing
now to teach you some of the first stages of group work and
usefulness. It would not have been necessary for me to deal
with these world problems if you had been immune from
emotional reactions to them, but very few of you have your
minds clear from prejudice and free from hatred. Those few
make the work possible and it is also possible for the rest
of you to detach your minds from undue influence and
wrong ideas.
I ask you, in this work, to concentrate upon the Shamballa and the Hierarchical forces. I ask you to regard your-

selves as pure and unclogged channels and to seek only to
be linked with the soul of each and all, whose nature is pure
love, realized synthesis and divine potency.
It is essential, however, in spite of the work to which
I have called these groups and which––as you know––is intended to lay the basis for the work of the esoteric schools
of the future, that the members of all the groups realize that
exoteric group work must also be undertaken. Too many in
these groups are satisfied with the significance of their own
group work and permit it to usurp the place of objective
service.
If it is so hard, my brothers, to arouse aspirants, such
as yourselves, to urgent service and a full sense of responsibility; if men and women with all the information that you
possess cannot be aroused to sacrificing effort, you can gain
some idea of the magnitude of the task with which the
Hierarchy is confronted at this time. You can realize, perhaps, the sense almost of frustration which could sweep over
me (if I were limited by any time concept) when, for instance, those to whom I look for cooperation, are preoccupied with their own affairs, have no sense of immediacy
and prefer to concentrate upon their own development, their
own families, their own problems, rather than achieve the
larger world view which would lead to full cooperation.
The averting of a world debacle is the aim of our effort and
towards this aim I have asked your help.

THE DESTINY OF THE NATIONS
Introduction
It is of major interest for us to know something about
the energies and forces which are producing the present
international situation and presenting the complex problems with which the United Nations are confronted. In
the last analysis, all history is the record of the effects of
these energies or radiations (rays, in other words) as they
play upon humanity in its many varying stages of evolutionary development. These stages extend all the way
from those of primeval humanity to our modern civilization;
all that has happened is the result of these energies, pouring cyclically through nature and through that part of
nature which we call the human kingdom.
To understand what is today taking place we must
recognize that these energies are seven in number. They
are called by many names in many different lands, but for
our purposes the following seven names will be used:
1. The energy of Will, Purpose or Power, called in Christian lands the energy of the Will of God.
2. The energy of Love-Wisdom, called frequently the Love
of God.
3. The energy of Active Intelligence, called the Mind of God.
4. The energy of Harmony through Conflict, affecting
greatly the human family.
5. The energy of Concrete Knowledge or Science, so
potent at this time.
6. The energy of Devotion or Idealism, producing the
current ideologies.
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7. The energy of Ceremonial Order, producing the new
forms of civilization.

invalid. It might perhaps clarify the subject if I pointed out
that there are five energies (and there are usually five
dominant ray energies active at any time) coming into play:

4

These energies are ceaselessly playing on humanity, producing changes, expressing themselves through successive
civilizations and culture, and fashioning the many races
and nations.
This in no way infringes upon man's freewill; these
forces have both their higher and their lower aspects and
men respond to them according to their mental and spiritual
development, and so do nations and races as a whole.
Humanity has reached a point today where there is a most
sensitive response to that which is higher and better.
This teaching anent the seven rays remains a profitless
speculation unless it is susceptible of investigation, of eventual proof and of general as well as particular usefulness.
Too much is written at this time which will have to be
relegated to the discard as useless, as not warranting acceptance as a possible hypothesis and as not demonstrating
a truth which can be proved. I am, therefore, seeking here
to do two things:
1. Indicate, as you have seen, a new and powerfully efficient
esoteric psychology, and also
2. Shew the lines of development which are inevitable, for
the reason that certain major potencies are coming into
play at this time. Certain forces are becoming increasingly active whilst others are steadily becoming quiescent. It is these active forces which we will now consider.
I would like to pause here and point out that these forces
come into play either cyclically or through demand. This
is an interesting point for students to remember. The work
done through the Great Invocation is not then necessarily
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1. Those energies which are passing out of manifestation,
as the sixth Ray of Devotion is at this time passing out.
2. Those energies which are coming into manifestation or
incarnation, as the seventh Ray of Ceremonial Order is
at this time emerging into expression.
3. Those energies which are––at any given time––expressing the ray type of the bulk of the manifesting humanity.
Today these ray types are predominantly the second and
the third. Relatively large numbers of first ray egos
are also to be found acting as focal points for certain
first ray forces.
4. Those energies which are today being invoked as the
result of human need and human demand for succor.
This demand curiously enough remains largely in the
realm of the first ray influence for the desperate need
of humanity is evoking the will aspect and that ray
embodies the divine will-to-good and remains immutable
and is––for the first time in the history of humanity––
being invoked on a large scale. This statement is definitely encouraging, if you study its implications.
You have, therefore, in the present field of divine expression the following energies manifesting:
1. The energy of idealism, of devotion or of devoted attention, embodied in the sixth ray.
2. The energy whose major function it is to produce order,
rhythm and established, sequential activity––the seventh
Ray of Ceremonial Ritual.
3. The energy of the second ray, which is always basically
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present in our solar system, that of love-wisdom, to
which many of the egos now in incarnation belong and
will increasingly belong. The next one hundred and
fifty years will see them coming into incarnation. The
reason is that it is to this type of human being that the
work of reconstruction, and of re-building is naturally
committed.
4. The energy of intelligence actively displayed in creative
activity. The creative ability of the future will emerge
on a relatively large scale in the realm of creative living
and not so much in the realm of creative art. This
creative living will express itself through a new world
of beauty and of recognized divine expression; through
the outer form, the "light of livingness" (as it is esoterically called) will shew. The symbol and that for which
it stands will be known and seen. This is the energy of
the third Ray of Active Intelligence, working towards
the manifestation of beauty.
5. The energy of the will aspect of divinity. This has been
but little expressed and understood by humanity up to
the present, but the time has now come when it must
be better comprehended. The demand from our innumerable planetary forces has not hitherto been adequate
to invoke it and for its invocation the great Lord of the
World has patiently waited. The call has now gone
forth. Its first faint notes were heard two hundred
years ago and the sound and demand has increased in
volume and potency until today this great energy is
making its presence unmistakably felt.

and chaos, the warring forces and the beneficent influences.
They, therefore, account in their totality for all that we see
happening around us at this time. In the books which are
being written today in an effort to solve the problems of
the why and the wherefore of present world conditions, the
writers are necessarily dealing only with effects. Few there
are that can penetrate into the distant world of causes or
look back into that ancient past and see past and present in
their true perspective. I, however, seek to deal with causes––
predisposing, effective, determining, and productive of those
events which cause the present state of affairs. I deal with
energies; they are concerned with resultant forces. I would
remind you here that these effects which are producing so
much fear, foreboding and concern are but temporary and
will give place to that ordered rhythmic imposition of the
needed idealism which will be applied eventually by love, motivated by wisdom in cooperation with intelligence. All will
be actuated by a dynamic (not a passive) will-to-good.
We will divide what I have to say under two points:
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I am anxious to have you realize the potency and the
effect of these five energies as they play upon our planet,
evoke response––good and bad––and produce the turmoil

7

1. The situation and its ray causes in the immediate present.
2. The situation in the future when the Aquarian Age is
really established and the Piscean influences are no
longer dominant.
Before we take up these points, however, I have a few
introductory comments to make. These it is essential that
you should study and comprehend for upon their right acceptance and understanding will depend the benefit you will
gain from my teaching upon these points.
It is a truism to remark that the history of the world is
based on the emergence of ideas, their acceptance, their
transformation into ideals, and their eventual superseding
by the next imposition of ideas. It is in this realm of
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ideas that humanity is not a free agent. This is an important point to note. Once an idea becomes an ideal, humanity
can freely reject or accept it, but ideas come from a higher
source and are imposed upon the racial mind, whether men
want them or not. Upon the use made of these ideas (which
are in the nature of divine emanations, embodying the divine
plan for planetary progress) will depend the rapidity of
humanity's progress or its retardation for lack of understanding.
Humanity is today more sensitive to ideas than ever before, and hence the many warring ideologies and hence the
fact that––in defense of their plans––even the most recalcitrant of the nations has to discover some idealistic excuse
to put before the other nations when occupied with any infringement of recognized law. This is a fact of great significance to the Hierarchy for it indicates a point reached.
The major ideas in the world today fall into five categories
which it would be well for you to bear in mind:

3. The idea, neither old nor particularly new, of democracy
in which (supposedly but as yet never factually) the
people govern and the government represents the will
of the people.
4. The idea of a world state, divided into various great
sections. This is the dream of the inclusively-minded
few, for which many regard humanity as yet unready.
Towards this the entire world is headed in spite of its
many ideologies, each fighting with each other for
supremacy and oblivious of the important fact that all
these ideologies may be temporarily adapted to the
groups or nations who adopt them. They are none
of them suitable for general use (and I say this equally
of democracy as of any other ideology); they suit well
in all probability the nations who accept them and mould
their national life on their premises; they are only transitory substitutes in this transition period between the
Piscean and the Aquarian ages and cannot permanently last. Nothing as yet is permanent. When permanency is reached, evolution will cease and God's
plan will be consummated. And then? The greatest
revelation of all will come at the close of this world
period when the human mind, intuition and soul consciousness is such that understanding will be possible.
5. The idea of a spiritual Hierarchy which will govern the
people throughout the world and will embody in itself
the best elements of the monarchial, the democratic, the
totalitarian and the communistic regimes. Most of these
groups of ideologies have latent in them much beauty,
strength and wisdom, and also a profound and valuable contribution to make to the whole. Each will
eventually see its contribution embodied under the control of the Hierarchy of the Lords of Compassion and
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1. The ancient and inherited ideas which have controlled
the racial life for centuries––aggression for the sake of
possession and the authority of a man or a group or a
church which represents the State. For purposes of
policy such powers may work behind the scenes but
their tenets and motives are easily recognizable––selfish
ambition and a violently imposed authority.
2. Those ideas which are relatively new such as Nazism,
Fascism, and Communism, though they are not really
as new as people are apt to think. They are alike on one
important point, i.e. The State or community of human
beings counts as of importance whilst the individual
does not; he can be sacrificed at any time for the good
of the State or for the so-called general good.
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the Masters of the Wisdom. The restoration of the
ancient Atlantean control by the spiritual forces is still
in the future but the Aquarian Age will see the restitution of this inner and spiritual guidance on a higher turn
of the spiral.

All this must inevitably be brought about by the work of
those who function on one or other of the five controlling
rays to which I have referred above. Nothing can stop or
truly impede their united effect. This is a point I would have
you remember. Modern man is apt to condemn the ideology
which is not familiar to him and for which he has no use.
He repudiates those ideas which do not lie at the back of
his national and personal life or tradition and which would
not suit him as an individual nor meet the need of the nation
to which he belongs.
The recognition of these facts would lead to two results
if correctly applied: first, the individual who accepts and is
devoted to a particular ideology would cease fighting other
ideologies for he would remember that the accident of birth
and of background is largely responsible for making him––
as an individual––what he is and determining his beliefs.
And, secondly, it would bring to an end the attempt to
impose a personally or nationally accepted ideology (political or religious) on other nations and persons. These are
basic steps towards eventual peace and understanding and
hence I emphasize them today.
It will be of value next if I connect up the three major
planetary centers of energy with the five rays which are today working towards the consummation of the Plan for
the race at this time. Three of these streams of energy are
working powerfully in the world at this time and two
others are struggling for expression. Of these latter, one is
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struggling towards domination and the other is struggling
to hold on to that which it has so long controlled. This
refers to the incoming seventh ray and the outgoing sixth
ray. They constitute, in their duality, the reactionary and
the progressive forces which are seeking to govern human
thought, to determine natural and human evolution and to
produce widely divergent civilizations and culture––one of
which would be the perpetuation and crystallization of that
which now exists and the other would be so entirely new,
as an outgrowth of the present world upheaval, that it is
difficult for the average student to conceive of its nature.
These five energies together will determine the trend of
world affairs. The problem before the Hierarchy at this
time is so to direct and control these powerful activities
that the Plan can be rightly materialized and the close of
this century and the beginning of the next see the purposes
of God for the planet and for humanity assume right direction and proportion. In this way, the new culture for the
relatively few and the new civilization for the many during
the coming age will start in such a manner that the peoples
of the earth can go forward into an era of peace and true
development––spiritual and material. I would like to remind you that the fact that you see the world picture as one
of outstanding chaos, of striving ideologies and warring
forces, of the persecution of minorities, of hatreds which
are working out into a furious preparation for war, and of
world anxiety and terror does not really mean that you
are seeing the picture as it is in reality. You are seeing what
is superficial, temporal, ephemeral and entirely concerned
with the form aspect. The Hierarchy is primarily occupied,
as you know well, with the consciousness aspect and with
the unfoldment of awareness, using form as a means only
for the accomplishment of its designs. A closer study of the
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forces which are producing the outer turmoil may serve to
clarify your vision and restore confidence in God's plan
and its divine love and loveliness. Let us, therefore, consider these forces and their originating centers, and thus
acquire perhaps a new vision and a more constructive point
of view.

ited vision) and the obvious possibilities. These are necessarily the equally obvious effects of the predisposing causes.
Only twice before in the history of mankind has this
Shamballa energy made its appearance and caused its presence to be felt through the tremendous changes which were
brought about:

1. The Influence of the Rays Today.
First: The most obvious and powerful force in the
world today is that of the first Ray of Will and Power. It
works out in two ways:

1. When the first great human crisis occurred at the time
of the individualization of man in ancient Lemuria.
2. At the time of the great struggle in Atlantean days between the "Lords of Light and the Lords of Material
Expression."

12

1. As the will of God in world affairs, which is ever the
will-to-good. Steadily––if you study human history intelligently––you will see that there has been a regular
and rhythmic progression toward unity and synthesis in
all departments of human affairs. This unity in multiplicity is the Eternal Plan––a unity in consciousness, a
multiplicity in form.
2. As the destructive element in world affairs. This refers
to man's use of this force of will which is seldom as yet
the will-to-good in active expression, but something
which leads to self-assertion (of the individual or the
nation) and to war with its accompaniments––separation, selfish diplomacy, hate and armaments, disease and
death.
This is the force which pours into the world from the major
world center, Shamballa. Little is known of Shamballa.
More will be known as you study this text and note
how world affairs are taking shape before your eyes in accordance with my prevision (as presented to your lim-
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This little known divine energy now streams out from the
Holy Center. lt embodies in itself the energy which lies bebind the world crisis of the moment. It is the Will of
God to produce certain radical and momentous changes in
the consciousness of the race which will completely alter
man's attitude to life and his grasp of the spiritual esoteric
and subjective essentials of living. It is this force which will
bring about (in conjunction with second ray force) that tremendous crisis––imminent in the human consciousness––
which we call the second crisis, the initiation of the race into
the Mystery of the Ages, into that which has been hid from
the beginning.
The first crisis, as you have been taught, was the crisis
of individualization wherein man became a living soul. The
second crisis is the immediate one of racial initiation, made
possible (if you will but believe it) by the many individual
initiations which have lately been undergone by those members of the human family who had vision and a willingness
to pay the price.
This particular and somewhat unusual ray energy is ex-
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pressing itself in two ways. Perhaps it would be more correct to say in two ways that are recognizable by man, because
it should be remembered that these ray forces express themselves as potently in other kingdoms in nature as they do in
the human. For instance, one phase of the destructive
aspect of first ray force has been the organized and scientific destruction of forms in the animal kingdom. This is
the destroying force, as manipulated by man. Another phase
of the same force (which can be noted in relation to the
unfoldment of consciousness in subtle and powerful ways)
can be seen in the effect which human beings have upon the
domestic animals, hastening their evolution, and stimulating
them into forms of advanced instinctual activity. I mention
these two phases as illustration of the effect of first ray
energy in the animal kingdom, as expressed through human
activity.
The ways in which humanity itself is affected by this ray
energy, as it expresses itself in a twofold manner, producing
a twofold result, are as follows:
1. There is, at this time, an emergence of certain powerful
and dominating first ray personalities into the theatre
of world activity. These people are in direct contact
with this Shamballa force and are sensitive to the impact of the will energy of Deity. According to their type
of personality and their point in evolution will be their
reaction to this force and their consequent usefulness to
the Lord of the World as He works out His plans of
world unfoldment. The energy of the will of God works
through them, though stepped down and often misused
and misapplied, by their differing and limited personalities, and interpreted unsatisfactorily by their undeveloped consciousnesses. These people are found in every
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field of human affairs. They are the dominant persons,
and the dictators in every aspect of human living––
political, social, religious and educational. Who shall
say (until at least a century has gone by) whether their
influence and their efforts have been good or bad. Where
they flagrantly infringe the Law of Love, their influence
may be powerful, but it is passing and undesirable, at
least where that phase of their activities is concerned.
Where they meet human emergency and need, and work
along lines of basic restoration and the preservation of
"units of synthesis," their influence is good and constructive.
I would here point out that real group love never demonstrates as hatred of the individual. It may work out
as the arresting of the individual's activities or enterprises
where that is deemed desirable in the interests of the whole
and if what he is doing is estimated as harmful to the good
of the group. But the arresting will not be destructive. It
will be educational and developing in its results.
The true first ray personality who works in response to
this Shamballa influence will have the ultimate good of the
group deeply enshrined in his consciousness and heart, he
will think in terms of the whole and not in terms of the
part. That is the thing which he will endeavor to impress
upon the racial consciousness. This may lead at times to
ruthlessness and cruelty if the personality of the individual
is not yet controlled by soul impulse. Such cases can frequently be seen. An instance of this can be noted in the
history of the Jews as found in the Old Testament. When
the first ray was in control and passing through one of its
rare cycles of activity we read that they butchered and
slaughtered all their enemies––men, women and children,
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putting them to the sword. The sword is ever the symbol of
the first ray force just as the pen is of the second ray
influence.
I wish to remind you that I use the word "energy" in
reference to the spiritual expression of any ray and the word
"force" to denote the use which men make of spiritual energy as they seek to employ it and usually, as yet, misapply
it. I would point out that Ataturk, the Turkish dictator,
within certain personality limitations of relatively negligible
moment, made good use of first ray energy, and only the
testimony of future historical records will indicate fully
how wisely, sanely and disinterestedly he used this type of
force for the attainment of first ray objectives. It might be
apposite here to point out that such first ray exponents of
force are often misunderstood and hated. They may and
often do misuse the energy available but they also use it
constructively within the desired limits of the immediate
plan. I would also like to state that the lot of a first ray
disciple is hard and difficult. There are disciples of Shamballa just as there are disciples of the Hierarchy and this
is a fact hitherto not recognized and never as yet referred
to in the current writings on occult subjects. It is wise and
valuable to remember this. They are powerful, these disciples of Shamballa, headstrong and often cruel; they impose their will and dictate their desires; they make mistakes
but they are nevertheless true disciples of Shamballa and
are working out the Will of God as much as the disciples
and Masters of the Hierarchy are working out the Love
of God.
This is a hard saying for some of you but your failure to
recognize this truth and to respond to it does not affect the
issue. It simply makes your individual lot and difficulties
harder.

I would also remind you that the use of first ray energy
inevitably means destruction in the early stages but fusion
and blending in the later and final results. If you study the
nations of the world today from this angle, you will see
this Shamballa energy of will working out potently through
the agency of certain great outstanding personalities. The
Lord of Shamballa in this time of urgency, from love of the
life aspect and from understanding of the Plan as well as
from love of humanity, is sending forth this dynamic energy.
It is form destroying and brings death to those material
forms and organized bodies which hinder the free expression
of the life of God, for they negate the new culture and
render inactive the seeds of the coming civilization.
From this display of energy, unthinking humanity draws
back in fear and likes it not. When full of personality hate
and self-will, human beings seek often to turn this energy
to their own selfish ends. If human beings (even the best of
them) were not so undeveloped and so superficial in their
judgments and their vision, they would be able to penetrate
behind what is going on in the key countries in the world
and see the gradual emergence of new and better conditions,
and the passing away of the loved, but slowly decaying
forms. The energy of Shamballa is, however, so new and
so strange that it is hard for human beings to know it for
what it is––the demonstration of the Will of God in new
and potent livingness.
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2. The second way in which this dominant will impulse
makes itself felt is through the voice of the masses of
the people throughout the world. This will express itself
through sound, as consciousness or love does through
light. The sound of the nations has been heard as a
mass sound for the first time. That voice today is un-
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mistakably expressive of the values which embody human betterment; it demands peace and understanding
between men and it refuses––and will steadily refuse––
to permit certain drastic things to happen. This "voice
of the people," which is in reality the voice of public
opinion is, for the first time and with no recognition of
the fact, being determined by the Will of God.

Second: The next great energy which is making its potent contribution to the present world situation is that of
the second Ray of Love Wisdom, Christ's ray. This
energy is poured into the world through the second great
planetary center which we call The Hierarchy. The energy
which is concentrated in this center and which is manipulated
by the initiates and the Masters is making one of its cyclic
impacts upon the Earth and––as I explained in Volume II of
A Treatise of the Seven Rays––is also making one of its
major cyclic Approaches to humanity.
The energy flowing through the Hierarchy at this time
––the energy of love––is seeking to blend with that which
is flowing out of Shamballa and is needed in order to make
the desired application of it. The problem of the Hierarchy
at this time is to produce a wise and adequate fusion of the
Shamballa and the hierarchial energies and thus temper
destruction and bring to the fore the spirit of construction,
setting in motion the building and rehabilitating forces of
the second ray energy. The Shamballa energy prepares the
way for the energy of the Hierarchy. Thus it has been from
the beginning of time, but the cycles of the Hierarchy,
though relatively frequent, have not coincided with those
of Shamballa, which are rare and infrequent. As time progresses, the impact of the Shamballa force will be more
frequent because men will develop the power to stand and
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withstand it. Hitherto it has been too dangerous an energy
to apply to mankind, for the results have worked out
destructively, except in the first great Lemurian crisis. Its
work has, therefore, been confined almost entirely to the
Hierarchy Whose Members are equipped to handle it and
to assimilate it correctly and also to use it for the benefit
of humanity. Now the experiment is being attempted of
permitting man to receive it and its impact, free from the
mediation of the Hierarchy. It may prove a premature and
abortive effort but the issues are not yet determined and
the Lord of Shamballa, with His assistants and with the
aid of the watching Members of the Hierarchy, are not
discouraged over the initial results. Humanity is responding
unexpectedly well. There has been much success along this
line but the results do not appear with clarity to intelligent
human beings because they refuse to see anything except the
destructive aspect and the disappearance of the forms to
which they have hitherto anchored their emotions, their
desire, and their mental perceptions. They fail, as yet, to
see the irrefutable evidence of constructive activity and of
true creative work. The temple of humanity in the New
Age is rising rapidly but its outlines cannot be seen because
men are occupied entirely with their individual or national
selfish point of view and with their personal or national instincts and impulses. I would here like to call your attention
to the fact that the instinctual life of nations is something
which remains to be studied scientifically and is a phase
which leads inevitably to the individualistic life of nations––
a matter of more immediate interest.
The new forms are, however, being built and the Shamballa potencies, plus hierarchical guidance, are working towards ends which are definitely planned and which are working out favorably. The potency of love-wisdom, trans-
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mitted by the Hierarchy, is playing upon modern humanity
in a more intimate and close manner than ever before. The
Directors of the Hierarchy are seeking to evoke an intelligent response from men and an indication that they are
conscious of what is happening. Most of the response to
the Shamballa activity is characterized by fear and terror,
by sensitivity and distressingly developed reactions to the
forces of hate and separation. Only a few, here and there,
really grasp the vision of the future and realize what is
going on, seeing truly the beauty of the emerging plan. It
is with these few that the Members of the Hierarchy can
work because they (even when lacking understanding) bear
no ill-will or hatred to others. Love is a great unifier and
interpreter.
This energy of love is primarily concentrated (for purposes of hierarchical activity) in the New Group of World
Servers. This group has been chosen by the Hierarchy as
its main channel of expression. This group, composed as it
is of all world disciples and all working initiates, finds its
representatives in every group of idealists and servers and
in every body of people who express human thought, particularly in the realm of human betterment and uplift.
Through them, the potency of love-wisdom can express itself. These people are frequently misunderstood, for the
love which they express differs widely from the sentimental,
affectionate personal interest of the average worker. They
are occupied mainly with the interests and the good of the
whole group with which they may be associated; they are
not primarily concerned with the petty interests of the individual––occupied with his little problems and concerns. This
brings such a server under the criticism of the individual
and with this criticism they must learn to live and to it they
must pay no attention. True group love is of more impor-

tance than personal relationships, though those are met as
need (note, I say, need) arises. Disciples learn to grasp the
need of group love and to amend their ways in conformity
with group good, but it is not easy for the self-interested
individual to grasp the difference. Through the medium of
those disciples who have learned the distinction between the
petty concerns of the individual plus his interest in himself
and the necessities and urgencies of group work and love,
the Hierarchy can work and so bring about the needed world
changes, which are primarily changes in consciousness. I
have dealt somewhat in detail with these matters; the gist
of them has, however, been embodied in the pamphlets sent
out in the past few years.
Third: the major energy upon which we shall touch here
is that of intelligent activity––the potency of the third ray.
This finds its expression through the third major center on
the planet; this center, we call Humanity. The evocation of a loving intelligent response to the Shamballa impulse, stepped down by the Hierarchy, is that to which this
world center should respond. This is rapidly and, as I
have told you, satisfactorily, happening. A definite world
effect is being produced and the New Group of World
Servers has given much aid in this. They have interpreted,
explained and assisted the processes of evoking the latent
love in human beings which, in its initial and unformed
stages, exists in the form of an inchoate goodwill.
I call this to your attention as the underlying, motivating
idea behind all the work which you are called upon to do. I
suggest, therefore, that you endeavor to see the three major ideologies with which you have perforce to deal in terms
of the three efforts which are emanating from the three
major planetary centers at this time: Shamballa, the Hierarchy and Humanity. You will thus gain a more synthetic
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viewpoint, and a deeper understanding of the slowly emerging world picture.
Is it not possible that the ideologies which we have been
discussing are the response––distorted and yet a definite and
determined, sensitive reaction––to the energies playing
upon humanity from the two higher major centers? I
would like to suggest that the ideology which is embodied in
the vision of the totalitarian states is an erroneous but clearcut response to the Shamballa influence of will; that the
ideology behind the democratic ideal constitutes a similar
response to the universality which the love of the Hierarchy
prompts it to express, and that communism is of human
origin, embodying that ideology which humanity has formulated in its own right. Thus the three aspects of God's
nature are beginning to take form as three major ideas
and what we see upon the planet at this time are the distorted human reactions to spiritual impulses, emanating
from three different centers, but all equally divine in their
essential natures, and in their essences. Ponder on this.
I have brought this to your attention and discussed these
basic modern schools of thought because the potency of their
idealism is affecting every person, capable of thought, upon
the planet. Not one of you is immune from their effects;
not one of you but is inclined to range yourself upon one
side or another, fighting furiously and under the cloak of
so-called "adherence to principle" for what appeals to you.
Most of you are, nevertheless, far more affected by the
methods employed to materialize the ideas and by the quality
of their exponents than you are by the ideas themselves.
These you could hardly define if asked to do so. You are
affected by their impact upon your emotional bodies (not
your minds) after these divine impulses have filtered
through from the Shamballa and the hierarchical centers
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into and through the human center and have then been
seized upon and applied to specific national, racial and
political conditions. You are hardly at all affected by the
pure idealism which gave them birth and which lies behind
them as the motivating (though unrecognized) impulse.
You cannot grasp or view these great mental trends as does
the Hierarchy. Hence much of your confusion and your
difficulty.
If we consider these three great planetary centers and
their relationships in tabular form we can get the general
idea more clearly in mind:
I. SHAMBALLA ............ Will or Power .......... Planetary head center,
The Holy City ............ Purpose .. Plan
spiritual pineal gland.
Life Aspect.
Ruler:––Sanat Kumara, the Lord of the World.
The Ancient of Days.
Melchizedek.
II. THE HIERARCHY ....... Love-Wisdom ............ Planetary heart center.
The new Jerusalem ….. Consciousness.
Group unity.
Ruler:––The Christ.
The World Savior.
III. HUMANITY ........... Active Intelligence .... Planetary throat center.
The city, standing
four square …...... Self-consciousness.
Creativity.
Ruler:––Lucifer.
Son of the Morning.
The Prodigal Son.

These three centers are closely interrelated and must be
thought of in their entirety as expressions of divine livingness, as embodying three great stages in the unfoldment of
God's plan and as constituting the three major centers in the
body of the "One in Whom we live and move and have our
being." Students who have studied as you have can relate
if they so choose, these three centers to the three solar
systems, referred to in A Treatise on Cosmic Fire––
1. In the first solar system, the center which is Humanity
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was prepared, and the principle of intelligence came into
manifestation.
2. In the second solar system, the Hierarchy of love made
its appearance and must eventually come into full manifestation upon the physical plane, thereby enabling the
Love of God to be seen.
3. In the next solar system, the center which we today call
Shamballa will manifest (intelligently and through love)
the will aspect of Deity. It is only however in this
second solar system that all these three centers, expressing the three divine aspects, meet simultaneously at various stages of livingness. It is interesting to note that
it is only through human beings that these centers can
ever come into true functioning activity.

Forget not that behind all of them stands He Whom we
call the Lord of the World. When all these temporary experiments have been tried and when humanity has been led
on in its consciousness from one stage of understanding to
another and of recognized interrelation, the kingdom of
God will be established upon Earth and the Ruler of the
Earth will then work through the Hierarchy to produce that
synthetic living creative response from nature (of which
humanity is a part) which will enable each kingdom fully
to reveal the glory of God. Shamballa will work through
the Hierarchy and the Hierarchy, in its turn, will reach the
various kingdoms in nature through the medium of Humanity, which will then enter into its pre-ordained and
destined function. It is for this that all is taking place.
The time of fruition lies relatively far ahead but in the
meantime humanity is experimenting or is the subject of
experiment; it is exploiting or being exploited; it is learning
the lessons of enforced obedience or the dangers of selfish
license; it is victimized by powerful personalities in every
land and this without exception, or it is being guided in right
directions (and this again without exception) by the emissaries and disciples of either Shamballa or the Hierarchy.
All vaunted freedom or vaunted control is but the temporary
reaction of a humanity which is swept by ideas, controlled
by ideals, impulsed by selfishness, impregnated by hates and
yet all the time is struggling to express the higher and better
qualities and to free itself from the thralldom of ancient
evil, the slavery of ancient codes and the curse of ancient
habits of thought and living. It is what is happening behind
the scenes to mankind as a whole which is of moment; it is
the unfoldment of the human consciousness which counts
with the Hierarchy, and that unfolds in response to the presented conditions in any country or countries. Let me assure
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Little is known of Shamballa except by Members of the
Hierarchy to Whom that center is the goal in the same way
that the Hierarchy is, at this time, the goal for humanity.
Shamballa is the directing center for the Hierarchy. Little
is really known of the will of God except by Those Whose
function it is to interpret and express that will through love,
intelligently applied. They know what the immediate purpose is and Their major occupation is the working out of
that will into manifestation.
We have, therefore, three great centers and from them
emanate three types of energy which are taking form as
the three governing ideologies in the consciousness of the
race. Old ideologies still persist; subsidiary schools of
thought are everywhere to be found; distorted interpretations and travesties of reality abound on every hand; on all
sides the dead level of the people (the ignorant masses)
is played upon by these energies and men become victims of
the exponents of the ideologies––past, present and future.
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you that under the pressure of modern life, under the strain
of the imposed present conditions and civilization, plus the
mental concern, the terror of marching armies, the thunder
of the many voices and the stress of the worldwide economic
stringency, the human consciousness is rapidly awakening
from its long sleep. That great and fundamental reality
which you call the "human state of mind" is just beginning
to focus itself upon the things which matter and to express
itself in a living fashion. That is the factor of moment and
not the happenings in any particular country.
And, I would remind you, all that is occurring is an
evidence of energy and is expressive of force. That is the
factor never to be forgotten. It is essential that you recognize them as existing. There is little that you, as individuals
or as groups, can do about them beyond seeing to it that
there is nothing in you which could make you––unimportant
as you may be––a focal point for hate, separation, fear,
pride and other characteristics which feed the fires which
threaten to bring disaster to the world. Each of you can
aid more than you can guess through the regulation of
thought and ideas, through the cultivation of a loving spirit
and through the general use of the Great Invocation whereby these forces and energies––so sorely needed––can be invoked.
We have now considered the three major energies which
are pouring into our planetary life at this time through the
three major centers. It remains for us now to consider the
energy of the two minor rays, the sixth and the seventh,
which are in many ways of more immediate moment to the
masses and of a tremendous effectiveness. One is of moment
because of its pronounced hold and because of the crystallization it has produced particularly in the world of thought,
and the other because its hold and its power, its influence

and its effects will be, of an increasing momentum. One is
potent in producing the necessity for the present chaos; the
other is potential and holds in its activity the seeds of the
future.
This is a fact of great interest and of really practical
import. It takes us, moreover, into the realm of prevision.
I would have you remember, at this point, that no prevision is divorced entirely from the past but that there must
always be the seed of truth. The Law of Cause and Effect
holds good eternally and particularly so in the realm of
spiritual insight (so rapidly developing at this time) which
enables the seer to see the future as it may be and to forecast
coming eventualities. There are several ways in which such
prevision can––during the next three centuries––be developed in the race of men:
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1. Through the development of soul contact among the
advanced members of the race. This contact will relate
soul knowledge with brain impression and, if the meditating factor of the mind is duly trained and controlled,
there will be a correct foreknowledge of individual destiny and of coming events.
2. Through the development of the science of astrology––
a science which is, as yet, in its infancy and which is
based on so many uncertain factors that it is difficult for
a student to arrive at those true indications which will
truly present the future. Character indications and small
personality happenings can frequently and correctly be
deduced but the general subject remains until today
much too nebulous for certitude, I will later deal with
this matter and will indicate the lines along which future
investigation should proceed.
3. Through the recurrence of "soothsaying" and the reap-
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pearance of those ancient "informers of the race" who,
in Roman times, were called "sibyls." These mediums
(for such they were) will be trained by the workers
upon the seventh ray to speak under inspiration from
the Hierarchy Whose foreknowledge extends far ahead
into the future, but does not extend beyond two thousand
years. These mediums will, however, only be used under
direction, after careful training and only twice a year
at the May and June Full Moon rituals.

tiny of mankind. These are the sixth Ray of Abstract
Devotion or Idealism and the seventh Ray of Ceremonial
Magic or Organization. The sixth ray began to pass out
of manifestation in 1625 after a long period of influence,
whilst the seventh Ray of Ceremonial Order began to come
into manifestation in 1675. There are three points to be
remembered in connection with these two rays and their
effects upon the race of men. (I am not here dealing with
their effects upon the other kingdoms in nature.)

As to the prevision with which I shall deal, unorthodox
as it may appear to be to some of you, it will be based upon
two factors: First of all, the logical indications to be gathered from past and present events which condition the immediate future and which must inevitably lead to definite
and tangible happenings. Any deep student of human affairs could follow the same line of reasoning and come to
approximately the same conclusions, provided he loved his
fellowmen enough to see them truly as they were and allow,
consequently, for the appearance of the unexpected. And,
secondly, what I may say to you is based on a knowledge of
the ray influences which are at this time so powerfully and
effectively affecting humanity and its coming civilization and
culture.
I would ask you, therefore, to read what I have to say
with an open mind; I would beg you to relate my words to
present world conditions and to see, emerging from the
realms of subjectivity, those forces and potencies which are
directly changing the current of men's thoughts, which are
moulding their ideas, and incidentally altering the face of
the earth and the policies of nations.
As you know, there are at this time, two minor rays
(which are rays of attribute) affecting powerfully the des-

1. The sixth ray is, as you know, the most powerful in
manifestation in this time and a very large number of
people are responsive to its influence. It is still the line
of least resistance for the majority, particularly in the
Aryan race, for the reason that when in process of time
and through evolution the influence of a ray has become
potent, it is groups that are primarily affected and not
just individuals. A rhythm and a momentum is then
set up which lasts a long time and which gains power
through the very force of organized numbers. This
truth will emerge more clearly as we proceed with our
studies. Suffice it to say that the sixth ray people are
the reactionaries, the conservatives, the diehards and
the fanatics, who hold on to all that is of the past and
whose influence is potent to hinder the progress of humanity into the new age. Their name is legion. They
provide, however, a needed balance and are responsible
for a steadying process which is much needed in the
world at this time.
2. The seventh ray is steadily gaining momentum and has
for a long time been stimulating and enhancing the activity of all fifth ray nations. If you bear in mind that one
of the major objectives of seventh ray energy is to bring
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together and to relate spirit and matter and also substance and form (note this distinction) you can see
for yourself that the work of science is closely connected
with this endeavor and that the creation of the new
forms will definitely be the result of a working interaction between the rulers of the fifth, the second and
the seventh rays, aided by the help––on demand––of the
ruler of the first ray. A large number of seventh ray
egos or souls and also of men and women with seventh
ray personalities are coming into incarnation now, and
to them is committed the task of organizing the activities of the new era and of ending the old methods of
life and the old crystallized attitudes to life, to death,
to leisure and to the population.
3. The result of the increasing flow of seventh ray energy
plus the decreasing influence of the sixth ray––which
shows itself as a pronounced crystallization of the standardized and accepted forms of belief, religious, social
and philosophic––is to throw the millions of people who
do not respond to either of the above influences through
egoic or personality relation, into a state of bewilderment. They feel entirely lost, are gripped by the idea
that life holds for them no desirable future, all that
they have learnt to cherish and to hold dear is rapidly
failing.

the spiritual plan as it exists in the consciousness of the
members of the Hierarchy. The new age with its peculiar
civilization and culture will be brought into manifestation
through the collaboration of the well-intentioned many, responsive increasingly to the good of the whole and not of
the individual; they are the idealistic but practical thinkers,
influenced by the pattern of things to come and the world
disciples, impressed by the plans and under the instruction
of the Hierarchy which is directing and controlling all.
It is with these three groups of people and with the work
upon which they are engaged that any prevision I may
evidence will consistently deal. All changes in connection
with the human family, the fourth kingdom in nature, are
always dependent upon three factors:
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These three groups of people, influenced by the sixth
and seventh rays or who are bewildered by the impact of
forces generated by those rays, are those who must together,
with understanding and clear vision, bring order out of the
present chaos. They must materialize those new and desirable conditions which will conform to the subjective pattern
in the minds of the illumined people of the world and to
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1. Those outer physical events which are definitely "acts
of God" and over which no human being has the slightest authority.
2. The activity of human beings themselves, working on all
the different rays but in any given time and in any particular period conditioned by:
a. The preponderance of egos to be found on any particular ray. There are a very large number of second
ray egos in incarnation today and their work and their
lives will facilitate the coming Great Approach.
b. The nature and the quality of the predominating personality rays of the majority. At this time there are a
vast number of souls in incarnation whose personality
rays are either the sixth or the third. They condition
the coming civilization outstandingly including all educational and financial enterprises, just as the influence of
those who have soul contact and can express soul quality
condition and determine the current culture.
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c. The activity of the fifth principle, that of the mind.
This mind principle is peculiarly active today in a broad
and general sense. If I might put it symbolically the
vertical activity of the mind which has affected individuals everywhere down the ages has always produced
the mental guides, the directors and the leaders of humanity. Today, the horizontal activity of the mind,
embracing huge masses of the populace and sometimes
entire nations and races, can everywhere be seen and this
must lead inevitably to events and effects hitherto unvisioned and impossible.
3. The influence of the outgoing and the incoming rays
at any time. You have often been told that these events
––for the emergence or disappearance of a ray influence
is an event in time––are a matter of slow development,
are psychic in nature, and are governed by law. The
length of time in which a ray appears, manifests and
does its work and finally disappears is one of the secrets
of initiation, but––as time elapses and the nature of time
itself is better understood––the period and the time
equation of the minor rays of attribute will be established but that time is not yet, although the intense interest taken today in the phenomena of time indicates
a growing awareness of the problem itself and of the
need for understanding the relation of time, both to
space and to event. It will be realized before long that
time is entirely a brain event; a study of the sense
of speed as registered by the brain, plus the capacity or
incapacity of a human being to express this speed, will,
when properly approached, reveal much that today remains a mystery.

and the turmoil incident upon the clashing of the forces of
the sixth and the seventh rays. As one ray passes out and
another comes into manifestation and their impact upon
the earth and upon all the forms in all the kingdoms of nature has reached the point where the two influences are equalized, then a definite point of crisis is reached. This is what
has occurred today, and humanity, subjected to two types or
forms of energy, is thrown "off center" and hence the intense difficulty and tension of the present world period. The
cause of this is not only the impact of the two types of energy, beating upon the forms of life with equal force, but
also that the energy of humanity itself (which is a combination of the fourth and fifth rays) is swept into the conflict. To this must also be added the energy of the animal
kingdom (again a combination of the energies of the third,
fifth and sixth rays) for this governs the animal or physical
form of every human being. You have, therefore, a meeting
of many conflicting forces and the world Arjuna is faced
with a stupendous battle––one that is recurrent and cyclic
but which will, in this particular era, prove a decisive and
determining factor in the age old conflict between material
domination and spiritual control. The forces playing upon
the planet at this time are of supreme importance. If you
will bear in mind that the sixth ray works through and
controls the solar plexus (being closely related to the astral
plane, the sixth level of awareness) and that the seventh
ray controls the sacral center, you will see why there is so
much emotion, so much idealism and so much desire mixed
up in connection with the world conflict and why also––
apart from the storms in the political arena and the religious field––that sex and its various problems has reached
a point of interest in the human consciousness where a
solution of these difficulties, a fresh understanding of the
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underlying implications and a frank dealing with the situation is inevitable and immediate.
Four problems will be solved in the next two centuries:
1. The problem of territorial possessions which is the
group correspondence within the family of nations to
the materiality of the individual.
2. The problem of sex which will involve a truer understanding of the law of attraction.
3. The problem of death, which is in reality the problem
of the relation between the subjective and the objective,
between the tangible and the intangible, and between life
and form. This problem will be solved in the realm of
psychology by scientific recognition of the true nature
of the individual or soul and of the persona.
4. The problem of the Jews which is symbolically the
problem of humanity as a whole. It is today for the first
time definitely a humanitarian problem and one which is
closely tied up with the fourth kingdom in nature because
that kingdom is the meeting-place of the three divine
aspects. The Jew, with his emphasis upon his position
as one of the "chosen people," has stood symbolically
throughout the centuries as the representative of the
wandering, incarnating soul, but the Jewish people have
never recognized the symbolic mission with which their
race was entrusted, and they have taken to themselves
the glory and the honor of the Lord's elect. The Jew
made this mistake and, as an Oriental race, the Jews
have failed to hold before the Orient the divine nature
of mankind as a whole, for all are equally divine and all
are the Lord's elect. Calvin and all who followed his
lead made the same mistake and instead of holding before the people of the Occident the realization that those
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who recognized their essential divinity did so symbolically on behalf of all the developing, incarnating sons of
God, they regarded themselves as the Chosen People
and all who did not think as they did are regarded as lost.
When the Jew and the narrow-minded religious devotees recognize their identity with all other people and
express this identity through right relationship, we shall
see a very different world. The world problem is essentially a religious problem and behind all strife in every
department of world thought today is to be found the
religious element.
When the nature of the present struggle is better understood and its subjective causes are considered instead of the
superficial objective reasons, then real progress will be
made in the process of releasing humanity from the thraldom and the narrowness of the present civilization and from
the influence of the forces and energies which are responsible
for the situation. These will be understood, correctly handled and rightly directed towards constructive and desirable
ends. In the realm of this conflict, the great and fundamental law that "energy follows thought" always holds
good, and one of the conditions which is inducing the present
stress and strain is due to the fact that so many millions of
people are beginning to think. This means that the ancient
simplicity which has held good up to five hundred years ago
is no longer controlling and the situation is much more complex. In ancient days the forces were largely controlled by
the Lords of Materiality (those whom the ignorant and the
prejudiced esotericist call "the black forces"); the forces of
spirituality plus the thought of a handful of advanced men
in the different nations were not so potent as they are today.
The situation was then relatively simple. It was part of the
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evolutionary plan that matter and substance should temporarily control and that spirit should learn to "mount on
the shoulders of matter" as the Ancient Wisdom puts it.
Now, however, owing to the widespread education of the
masses and the many means of worldwide propaganda,
these masses are themselves either thinking independently or
are thinking as directed by the powerful minds everywhere
to be found and which are seeking to control world events.
Hence the increasing difficulty of the problem and one that
is equally difficult for the Lords of the Left Hand Way as
it is for the Great White Lodge. This is a point which you
should consider and discover the implications.
Humanity itself is rapidly arriving at the point where
its united will will be the determining factor in world affairs
and this will be due to the unfoldment of the mind through
the success of the evolutionary process. It is right here that
many experiments will be made (and are being made today)
and many mistakes must inevitably take place. The major
requirement therefore at this time is the rapid educating of
the people in the Plan and in the nature of the forces
which are controlling evolution and their directing agencies. The fact of the Hierarchy must be announced in
no uncertain terms, thereby arousing public interest, public investigation and public recognition. In the process of so
doing much will be learnt of the balancing group of initiates
and adepts who work entirely with the material side of life
and in whom (for this major world cycle) the love aspect
of the soul remains totally undeveloped, whereas the mind
nature is potently expressing itself. If you will study what
I have earlier given anent certain of the higher and lower
expressions of the rays you will see how these two fields of
endeavor––that of the Hierarchy, animated by love and
that of the opposite pole, the Black Lodge, working entirely

through mind and substance––are engaged and their close
relationship will emerge. You will realize then that the
margin of difference is very slight and is to be found solely
in intention, in the underlying purpose and the concrete objectives which this group of material workers have set
themselves. The major instrument of the Black Lodge is
the organizing power of the mind and not the coherent
influence of love, as is the case with the Masters of the Wisdom. Yet in the natural process of form evolution, these
workers on the darker side of life have their useful function.
Because they are working predominantly through the mental
principle, we find the susceptibility of the untrained masses
to this mental imposition and the facility with which they
can be regimented and standardized. They have no power
to think with clarity for themselves and their minds are consequently plastic and receptive to the powerful forces directed by the two contributing groups––the spiritual workers
of the planet and the material workers. Because the bulk of
human beings are still materially focused, the forces which
work on the side of matter find a line of least resistance
which is not available to the Masters of the Great White
Lodge. This danger is, however, lessening decade by decade.
Let me illustrate these facts for you by means of the
two rays which are our immediate consideration. Both of
them––as is ever the law––express themselves through a
higher and lower form or forms. One of the higher expressions of the out-going sixth ray is to be found in Christianity,
the spirit and principles of which were embodied for us in
the life of the Master Jesus, Who was, in His turn, inspired and over-shadowed and used by His great Ideal, the
Christ. In the word "idealism" you have the keynote of
this ray––idealism taking form, providing a living example
and indicating to the race of men their own divine poten-
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tialities. In the appearance of the Christ, the divine ideal
for the race, as a whole, was presented for the first time.
Other and earlier Sons of God presented diverse divine
qualities and attributes, but in three of them a certain perfection of presentation was achieved which (as far as this
present world period is concerned) can never be surpassed.
These three are: Hercules, the perfect disciple but not
yet the perfected Son of God; the Buddha, the perfect initiate, having reached illumination but not yet having developed to perfection all the attributes of divinity; the
Christ, the absolutely perfect expression of divinity for this
cycle and, therefore, the Teacher alike of angels and of
men. That ahead of the race may lie a still higher perfection than that attained by any of these Exponents of divinity
is inexpressibly true, for we know not yet what divinity
really means; in these three, however, we have three instances of a perfection which lies far ahead for the majority
of the sons of men.
In all of Them, the sixth and the second rays were
controlling factors, with the first ray reaching full expression. In Them, idealism, love-wisdom and indomitable will
stood forth in all their divine power. It might be of interest to you to know just what rays controlled these Sons
of God:
Hercules, the Sun-God, had a first ray soul, a second
ray personality and a sixth ray astral body. These potencies
and energies sufficed to carry Him through all the trials
and the labors of the disciple.
The Buddha had a second ray soul, a first ray personality
and a sixth ray mind––a very rare phenomenon.
The Christ had a second ray soul, a sixth ray personality (which accounted for His close relationship with the
Master Jesus), plus a first ray mind.

These three all embodied the essences of the spiritual
life and all of Them were enabled to set Their seal upon
history and upon the hearts of men, largely through the
potency of Their sixth ray expression. All of Them embodied also the new spiritual impulse which Their day and
age required and all of Them for centuries––by the strength
of Their living love and power––brought the vision and the
aspiration of humanity back to those spiritual essentials
whereby men must live. All of Them were part of the directing group of Lives Who are working out the plans of God,
founded upon the love of God. The Buddha and the Christ
are still closely connected with, and working in cooperation
with, the Hierarchy. Hercules has gone over into the
Shamballa center, but still works in a basic association with
the Buddha Who is one of the Forces linking Shamballa and
the Hierarchy.
Pure religion, undefiled and spiritually focussed, is the
higher expression of the sixth ray (working as is ever the
case under the influence and potency of the second ray) and
for us Christianity in its earlier days was the great and inspiring symbol.
In the same connection, among the lower aspects of the
sixth ray are to be found all forms of dogmatic, authoritative religion as expressed by the organized and orthodox
churches. All formulated theologies are the lower expression of the higher spiritual truths because they embody the
mind reactions of the religious man, his confidence in his
own personal mind deductions and the surety that he is
obviously right. They do not embody the spiritual values
as they truly exist. Consequently the dreadful nature of the
lower expressions of the sixth ray and the control by the
forces of separativeness (which are ever the outstanding
characteristic of the lower sixth ray activity) can be seen
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nowhere more potently than in religious and Church history
with its hatreds and bigotry, its pomp and luxurious appeal
to the outer ear and eye, and its separativeness from all
other forms of faith as well as its internal dissensions, its
protesting groups and its cliques and cabals. The Church
has wandered far from the simplicity which is in Christ.
Theologians have lost (if they ever possessed it) the "mind
that is in Christ" and the outstanding need of the Church
today is to relinquish theology, to let go all doctrine and
dogma and to turn upon the world the light that is in Christ,
and thus demonstrate the fact of Christ's eternal livingness,
and the beauty and the love which it can reflect from its
contact with Him, the founder of Christianity but not of
Churchianity.
I generalize. There are those in the Church today who
do express all that I have stated and who are reflections in
the truest sense of the living Christ. They relegate theology
and authority to their rightful place and regard the discussions of theologians as simply expressions of perhaps needed
mental gymnastics and as incentives to thought, but they do
not regard them as conditioning factors, determining man's
salvation or not. They know that man's salvation is determined by the processes of evolution and is not a question
of ultimate achievement but simply one of time; they know
that the life within a man will bring him ultimately to his
goal and that the experiences and the type of incarnation
will inevitably lead him to "his desired haven." His salvation is not determined by his acceptance of some dogma,
formulated by men who have lost their sense of proportion
(and consequently their sense of humor) and who deem
themselves capable of interpreting the mind of God for
their fellowmen.
It should be here remembered that there are divine at-

tributes and ray characteristics which have hitherto never
been revealed to the minds of men or sensed by them in their
highest moments of inspiration; this is due to the lack of
sensitivity of even the most advanced of the sons of men.
Their apparatus remains inadequately developed and so
unable to respond to these higher divine qualities. Even the
Christ Himself and other Members of the Great White
Lodge are preparing Themselves to register these divine
attributes and consciously to merge Themselves in a still
higher process or scale of evolution; it will be obvious to
you that the little conclusions of the little minds are some
of the most dangerous factors today in world affairs.
It will also be apparent to you how the lower and the
higher expressions of a ray are closely related to each other
and how easily the higher loses its hold and the lower comes
into manifestation––something that evolution itself must
eventually adjust.
It is harder to differentiate between the higher and the
lower expressions of the seventh Ray of Ceremonial Order,
for this ray is only in process of manifestation and we know
not as yet what its major expressions will be, either higher
or lower. Human reactions have their place and––as I
have earlier pointed out––even the Masters Themselves
do not and cannot foretell what the results of the impacts
of force may be nor what may eventuate as a result, though
They can frequently determine the probable happenings. If
I say to you that the higher expression of the seventh ray
is white magic, do you really understand what I mean? I
question it. Have you any true idea of what is intended by
these two words? I doubt it. White magic is realistically
the power of the trained worker and executive to bring together into a constructive synthesis the "within and the
without" so that that which is below may be recognizably
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patterned upon that which is above. It is the supreme task
of bringing together in accordance with the immediate intent
and plan and for the benefit of the evolving life in any particular world cycle:

to reality. This has taken place through the discovery and
use of the radio and of the many means of communication
and through the steady growth of telepathic interplay; hence
also the spread of education, enlarging man's horizon and
opening up to him new worlds for investigation and adventure; hence also the breaking down of the old and limiting
forms through the invoked force of the first ray, which has
hitherto always worked through the medium of the seventh
ray, because the kingdoms in nature cannot yet stand pure
first ray energy; hence also the keen interest in the life after
death and the appearance of all the many groups which are
today investigating the nature of survival and the probability of immortality; hence again the appearance of the modern spiritualistic movement. This is a direct effect of the
coming into manifestation of the seventh ray. Spiritualism
was the religion of old Atlantis and the seventh ray dominated that ancient civilization for a very long period of time,
particularly during the first half of its existence, just as the
fifth ray is of such dominant potency in our Aryan age and
race.
It is through the correct development of spiritualism
along psychological lines and the withdrawal of its emphasis
upon phenomena (which is its outstanding characteristic and
emphasis today) that the true nature of death and of the
hereafter will be revealed. But it is in connection with spiritualism that I can best illustrate the lower expression of the
incoming seventh ray influences. The work of the seventh
ray is, as you know, the relating of life and of form, but
when the emphasis is laid upon the form aspect then the
wrong procedure eventuates and the work of the black
magician can begin, and his objectives come unduly into play.
This is what has happened in the spiritualistic movement;
its investigators are occupied with the form side of life and
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1. Spirit and matter.
2. Life and form.
3. The ego and the personality.
4. The soul and its outer expression.
5. The higher worlds of atma––buddhi––manas and the
lower reflection of mind––emotion and the physical
nature.
6. The head and the heart, through the sublimation of the
sacral and the solar plexus energies.
7. The etheric-astral planes and the dense physical plane.
8. The intangible subjective levels of existence and the
outer tangible worlds.
Such is the task of the white magician and as evolution
proceeds and becomes more complicated and complex it will
nevertheless be more rapid and more accurately defined in
the mind of the magician. All, therefore, that is conducive
to human sensitivity and to increased awareness is the work
of the white magician; all that tends to produce better forms
through which the living principle of deity can express itself
is the work of the white magician; all that serves to thin
or tear away the veil between the worlds wherein those who
have no physical bodies live and move and work and the
worlds of outer form is the work of the white magician. Of
all this type of work there is always much, but never more
so than at this time owing to the coming into manifestation
of this ray of the magician (black and white), the seventh
ray. Hence the rapid growth of the sense of omnipresence
and the recognition of the non-existence of time in relation
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its adherents with the satisfaction of their emotional desires
(again related to the form side) so that the true import of
the movement is in danger of being lost.
Spiritualism, in its lowest and material aspect, is a low
grade expression of the seventh ray and is––for the masses––
definitely a line of least resistance, and, therefore, of no
great spiritual importance to their evolutionary development. The masses of the people are today Atlantean in their
consciousness and are only slowly emerging into the
Aryan point of view. This must change and the mind activity be rapidly enhanced or else true spiritualism will be unable to express itself and––through the present spiritualistic
movement––there can be let loose upon the world forces
and entities of a most undesirable character. The negativity of the majority of those who are interested in spiritualism and the entire negativity of the bulk of the mediums
throws the door wide open to very definite dangers. Fortunately, there is a movement within spiritualistic circles to
right this obvious danger and to shift the present emphasis
upon phenomena into the world of true values and right
understanding. The subject is too vast a one for me to deal
with here, except in illustration of the points which I am
endeavoring to make, but one hint I will give. If the
societies and organizations, connected with the spiritualistic
movement and the psychical research groups, would seek for
and find the natural sensitives (and not the trance mediums)
and those who are naturally clairaudient and clairvoyant
and would study their disclosures, their words, their reactions and their modes of working they would discover much
about some of the natural and normal powers of man––
powers which have been in abeyance during the period
wherein mind development has been the objective and which
humanity shares with two great groups of lives––the Mem-

bers of the Hierarchy and the animal kingdom. Ponder on
this. If, therefore, these societies would concentrate on the
intelligent and mental psychics and rule out all trance conditions it would not be long before revelation would come.
The trance condition is undesirable, separates the medium
from his soul and definitely relegates him to the realm
of the negative, of the uncontrolled and of material
forces. This development, however, the forces of materiality will prevent if possible because the moment there is positive intelligent understanding of the world on the other side
of the veil, there is no fear of death and then the major
aspect of their power and of their hold upon humanity will
disappear.
If you have followed intelligently what I have said, two
points will emerge with clarity in your minds in relation to
the initial and immediate activity of these two rays––the
sixth and the seventh. First, that entire groups of people
are increasingly susceptible to their influence and this inevitably leads to these groups (responsive to either the sixth
or the seventh ray forces) being in opposition to and antagonistic to each other. The problem is that, owing to the developed sensitivity of the race, this antagonism is now upon
a world-wide scale. Hence much of the present conflict of
ideas, and the opposing ideologies, and hence also the feud
between the old inherited traditions and the ancient forms
of civilization, of government, of religion on the one hand
and of the newer emerging ideas on the other. These new
concepts should usher in the New Age and will eventually
revolutionize our modern life and standards. They will relegate the old ideas to the same position as the ideas which
governed the race one thousand years ago have today
assumed in our consciousness.
Second: The situation is still further complicated by
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the fact that both these rays influence and express themselves (as is ever the case) in a dual manner and have always a lower and a higher form of manifestation, which
is a correspondence in this connection to the personality,
and the egoic expression of every human being. In the case
of the out-going ray, the higher form (which is ever the first
to manifest in germ) is rapidly disappearing or is being absorbed into the newer idealism, thus contributing all that
is best to the new presentation of truth so that the emerging
culture will be properly rooted in the old. The lower forms
are, however, tenacious and dominant and because of this
they definitely constitute today the major problem of the
Hierarchy, so much so that they require the calling in of
the first ray (or the Shamballa force) in order to effect their
destruction. Bear this in mind as you study the world situation. The lower forms of the seventh ray expression are
still in an embryonic stage. This you can see clearly if you
consider the one to which I chose to refer––the spiritualistic
movement––which began to take shape only during the last
century and has achieved its curiously phenomenal growth
only because it started upon the American continent. The
United States of America was the center of old Atlantis* and
hence inherited a psychic and ancient religious form which
was existent and potently alive in that part of the world
for many centuries.
In spite of these facts, the higher and more living energy
of the seventh ray is the most active at this time and its resultant idealism and consequent New Age concepts are playing upon the sensitive minds of the race and preparing humanity for a great and much needed change. The work of
the Ray of Ceremonial Order is to "ground" or make
physically visible the results of bringing spirit and matter

together. Its function is to clothe spirit with matter, producing form.

* See the 4 maps at the end of the book Atlantis.pdf.
https://www.alliancesforhumanity.com/books/books.htm
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The Effect of the Ray of Harmony through Conflict in
the modern world of Nations
As we approach what some may regard as a highly
controversial subject, I would remind you that we must
attempt to see the picture whole in some such manner as
the Agents of the divine Will see it, embracing the past
of the nations involved (a past which is seldom good), seeing the effects of that past as they work out in the present
and as they are the inevitable result of the Law of Cause
and Effect, and attempting also to foresee the future in
terms of lessons learnt and new habits of a better nature
established (written in 1948). I would remind you also that
the governing principle of this ray is conditioning all the
nations and has done so with increasing potency since the
year 1850. Just in the same manner as this principle of
conflict controls the battling life of the aspirant and of
the world aspirant, the entire human family, so it must
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inevitably control the life of nations to a greater or lesser
degree, according to their materialistic or their spiritual
status, according to the type of energy which may be expressing itself through them and according to the age of
the nation under consideration. From certain angles, the
youngest of the nations are Germany and Italy, for they
only arrived at nationhood in the nineteenth century; the
oldest nation with the clearest unified record is Japan. The
United States of America is always regarded as a young
nation, but from the angle of a unified central government,
the two Axis Powers are still younger, and this has had a
definite bearing on their activities.
In the world at this time the two aspects of this fourth
ray––the aspect or Principle of Conflict and the aspect or
Principle of Harmony––are struggling to bring about the
liberation into equilibrium of mankind. Until quite lately,
the Principle of Conflict has grown increasingly in power,
yet as a result of this conflict a definite trend towards harmony can be seen emerging in human thinking; the concept
of harmony through the establishing of right human relations is slowly coming into recognition. The activities
of mankind, and particularly of governments, have been
ignobly selfish and controlled by the concepts of fighting,
aggression and competition for untold millennia; the territories of the planet have changed hands many times and
the earth has been the playground of a long succession of
conquerors; the heroes of the race––perpetuated in history,
stone and human thinking––have been the warriors, and
conquest has been an ideal. The world war (1914-1945)
marked a culminating point in the work of the Principle
of Conflict and, as I have shown, the results of this work
are today inaugurating a new era of harmony and cooperation because the trend of human thinking is towards the
cessation of conflict. This is an event of major importance
and should be regarded as indicating a turning point in
human affairs. This trend is impulsed by a weariness of
fighting, by a changing rating as to the values in human
accomplishment, and by a recognition that true greatness
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is not expressed through such activities as those of Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, Napoleon or Hitler, but
by those who see life, humanity and the world as one
united whole, interrelated, cooperative and harmonized.
Those who struggle for this world unity, and who educate
the race in the Principles of Harmony and of right human
relations, will some day be recognized as the true heroes.
The factor that must and will relate the Principle of
Conflict to the expression of harmony and bring about the
new world order, the new civilization and culture, is the
trend and the voice of public opinion, and the opportunity
offered to people everywhere to bring about social security
and right human relations. It is not the government of
any nation which will bring this about, but the innate
rightness of the people themselves when they have been
educated to see the issues clearly, the relationships which
should be established, and the immense subjective unity of
mankind. This will not come about without an intensive
period of planned education, of a truly free press and
radio––both free to speak the exact truth and to present
the facts as they occur, without being controlled or influenced by governmental interference, pressure groups, religious organizations, or by any dictating parties or dictators.
The sin of the Roman Catholic Church is its effort to
dictate to people what they should think––theologically and
politically––what they should do, read and wear; this, to
a still greater extent, is the crime of Russia. The mass of
the people in the strictly Catholic countries are not as
free in their thinking as are those living in the Protestant
lands; the Russian people know no freedom and have no
opportunity to form their own point of view; commercial
interests and expediency impose restrictions in other countries. By means of these sources of control, the growth of
true understanding is prevented, distorted or stunted.
Curiously enough, the intention of the dictating agents, in
both the Catholic Church and in Russia, is basically good;
they believe that the uneducated masses are not fitted to
decide for themselves what they should hear, think or

decide; they must therefore be protected––in the one case
by decrees and prohibitions from the Vatican (via the organized priesthood) as to right attitude and right action
to be followed without questioning; and in the other, by
withholding the truth as to events and happenings. But
men are awakening everywhere and––given some sound
leadership, which at present is not to be found in any
country in the world––they can be trusted to swing the
tide into a great harmonizing and unifying movement.
As we study the effect of the Principle of Conflict as
the instigator of eventual harmony in relation to the nations, let us remember that the widespread extent of the
conflict is indicative of climax, that the "points of crisis"
which express the conflict are today well known to all
men, that a "point of tension" has now been reached (of
which the United Nations is a symbol) which will eventually
prove to be the agent that will bring about a "point of
emergence." I would ask you to keep these three phrases––
descriptive of the working of the Ray of Harmony through
Conflict––constantly in mind in relation to developments
in your own life, in the life of your nation or of any nation,
and in the life of humanity as a whole. They embody the
technique whereby the spiritual Hierarchy of our planet
brings good out of evil without originating the evil or
infringing the free will of mankind.
There are certain nations which are necessarily more
responsive to the energy of this fourth ray than some of
the others, because it is either the energy which is conditioning their personality activities or that which conditions
their soul expression. Forget not that nations are like individuals, expressive of soul and body. The nations responsive to this ray energy are:
India, whose personality or material ray is that of
Harmony through Conflict. This could be seen in full
expression in that unhappy country during the years 19471948. India is old and crystallized in her separativeness, in
her myriads of diversified sects and religious groups, in
her manifold languages and in her ancient antagonisms;
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it will be long before there is any basic synthesis or harmony. There lies her problem, and unfortunately she lacks
pure disinterested leadership; as is the case elsewhere in
the world, party politics and religious cleavages condition
her many peoples. The soul energy of India is that of the
Will to Power or government, but that spiritual energy
will not come into true activity until she has resolved her
many differences and has returned to the old ways of spiritual understanding and of enlightened wisdom which distinguished her many centuries ago. India has nearly lost
the light, but when she has passed through the coming
points of crisis, and has achieved a point of united tension,
then she will find the door or point of emergence into light.
The ray governing the soul expression of the German
race is that of Harmony through Conflict, but her materialistic personality, focused in the emotional nature and
not yet under control of the soul, is conditioned by the
first Ray of Power. Germany as a nation is too young, immature, and negative to realize the true uses of power; she
lacks the wisdom to use power, and her sense of inferiority
(based on youth) leads her to misuse it when she has it.
The German race is very old, and the German leaders during the past one hundred years have confused racial issues
and national ambitions. Races are basically subjective, and
nations are basically objective. Their leaders have permitted
the ideal of power (which is a great spiritual responsibility)
to lead them to make the Germanic race synchronize with
the German nation. It was this immaturity and this misguided and almost childish ambition which set the Principle of Conflict operating violently through the world war
(1914-1945) in order to bring to an end the increasing
nationalism of Germany and of all the nations. Great
Britain is at the point of emergence from the nationalistic
thoughtform; the United States and Russia are arriving––
the first at the point of tension where the concept is concerned, and the other at the point of crisis. Germanys
point of crisis and of tension led to the explosion of the
world war; nevertheless, after due process of pain, of re-

education and of training in right human relations, the
German people will discover their soul, and then the soulinfused personality of the German people will demonstrate
in a unique manner the significance of harmony. The basic
and subjective synthesis of the Germanic race must not be
confused with the separate nation of the German people,
and the underlying emotional and sentimental unity (using
the word "sentimental" in its correct sense) must not be
confounded with territorial unity. There is a racial and
subjective unity between the British Commonwealth of
Nations and the United States of America, but this in turn
must not be confused with the outer national groupings
and aims.
Italy also is influenced by the Ray of Harmony through
Conflict because her personality or material expression is
conditioned by this ray. During the world war, Italy had
a king, a dictator, and a pope, and this produced a vortex
of conflict in the highly intelligent Italian people. The
dictator is no longer there; the monarchy has also disappeared, and only the continuing voice of the Vatican is
left, but––curiously enough––receives less attention in Italy
than in the other Catholic countries. Conflict during the
centuries has done much for the Italian people, and their
highly extroverted psychology has produced in them a balance which may prove most promising in the future. The
conflict of thought through which they have passed during
the past one hundred years has worked well for them. Torn
as they are by party politics, in revolt against ecclesiasticism,
and lacking leadership, they are nevertheless well on the
way to the resolution of their problem.
When the fourth Ray of Harmony through Conflict
is the energy expressing itself through the soul, the indications are that the country concerned is nearing the Path
of Discipleship or the Path of Probation. Austria and Germany are nearing the Path of Discipleship; Brazil is on
the Path of Probation and will rapidly move forward;
Austria is nearer true discipleship than is Germany and,
spiritually, Austria has much eventually to give. Spiritual
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leadership will not be lacking once a measure of security and better living conditions have been assured. Germany has a bitter price to pay because her immaturity
and childish interpretation of world affairs, her lack of
thinking capacity and her curious innate cruelty permitted
the Forces of Evil (temporarily) to work through Germany
and precipitate the world conflict. But Germany will recover, provided she does not again permit herself to become
a battleground, owing to her strategic position in central
Europe. It is for this recovery that all men of goodwill
must work.
It is perhaps appropriate to point out here that the
spiritual forces of the planet do not greatly fear a renewed
outbreak of war upon the physical plane. There are many
chances that it can be averted because the mounting revolt
of the masses against physical plane war, the general fatigue
of the nations and the use of the United Nations councils
for the ventilation of difficulties and problems may prove
effective.
Each of the three Great Powers has its own internal
conflict, conditioned by its historical tradition, its national
emphases, and its developed habits of thought or––as the
case may be––of feeling.
The major conflict in Great Britain at this time is
between the reactionary thinkers and those unskilled laborers in the political field who favor the socialistic
ideology. This conflict goes deep and is undermining and
destroying old forms and producing intense national friction in all groups and parties. One group is fighting to
preserve the old order; the other group is fighting fiercely
to abolish all the old ways in the shortest possible time;
other groups are fighting for their various ideologies and
complicating the problem. The interesting thing is that
the conflict is largely between party leaders and their immediate convinced followers, with the mass of people questioning the wisdom, the capacity and the activities of both
groups and slowly deciding that they like and desire neither
of them, but (lacking real leadership) they know not what

to do. The predisposing characteristic of the British is a
sense of justice and it is for this that the people seek. They
find, however, that neither party has an effective plan or
programme, that both are animated by party politics, and
that the interests of the people as a whole which could be
served by a wise coalition are not of major importance to
the present party leaders. This internal conflict is slowly,
however, going to produce a harmony of purpose and of
intention within the mind of the population; this will
largely be the result of the increasing power of women in
the land and their increasing penetration in municipal and
national politics. The quality of the British historical retrospect has been predominantly masculine. Today the
balancing factor of feminine interpretation and the feminine point of view is needed and will be provided. Great
Britain, from the angle of its personality or material problem, is governed by the energy or Ray of Will or Power,
whilst the soul of the country is conditioned by the Ray
of Love-Wisdom. In this you have the presentation of a
positive and a negative energy and when they are fused
and blended you will have a balance and a wisdom which
is at present lacking.
In France, where the contributing rays are both along
the line of the intellect, you have necessarily and naturally
a strong materialistic influence and the conflict there is
hard to resolve. It is ever the mind aspect which produces
all the separativeness, the cleavages and the differences
in the human arena in France, making it the playground
of untold numbers of conflicting ideas, a diversity of groups
and of clashing personalities, and leading to an intense
preoccupation with France and its welfare; there is small
interest in anything else or in any other nations or groups,
except as they affect France or the French people. The
French are in no way as yet ready to balance conflict with
harmony, even interiorly. The qualities of the mind––pride,
self-centeredness, a separative attitude, a selfish planning
and a materialism which penetrates deep into the mass
consciousness––are dominating in their activity and are
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focused upon the material well-being of France. There is
no dominant ideology, so that the conflict is not lifted on
to the ideological level, and until a recognized idealism
begins to sway the French mind and the mass consciousness,
France cannot grow; there is no basic religious or spiritual
sense to be found on a large scale, because the mind which
can so inspiringly illumine the plane of the spirit is focused primarily upon the three worlds of material living.
This pronounced activity of the intellect, of which the
French are so proud, is largely responsible for the situation
in the political and economic fields in France, plus the
difficulties which they share with all the nations which were
implicated in the war. Any prospect of internal harmony
is still far away but it will come. Forget not what I wrote
much earlier in one of my books that it is France which
will eventually reveal the true nature of the soul or of the
psyche and inaugurate the era of true esoteric psychology.
To do this she must inevitably find her own soul, and
in finding it––through the medium of the illumined mind
––she will bring light to humanity. The conflict now raging
in France will eventually be resolved into harmony, and
France will awaken to the higher spiritual values. Once
her soul ray of pure knowledge is active, it will dominate
her personality or material Ray of Active Intelligence,
once the most powerful of all the rays. The task of the Ray
of Harmony through Conflict is to bring this about, thus
releasing France into the light.
In the United States, this fourth energy is peculiarly
active, because of the conflict of races, nations, ideas, political theories, immature development, corrupt politics,
and childish selfishness; this is more prevalent among the
leaders in the municipalities and in politics than it is
among the masses of little people in every state, who are
basically sound though easily misled by their so-called leaders; the southern states are, however, almost unbelievably
degenerated and deluded. Remember always, as we look
at these various nations dispassionately, that we are concerned with the same trends and ideas which are to be

found in each individual aspirant––the conflict of ingrained
personality habits and thoughts and faults, with a steadily
increasing soul pressure. The United States, though one of
the younger nations, is––owing to the many racial types
represented––one of the oldest; this curious balancing must
inevitably lead to a rapid development, with a consequent
assumption of power, a growing incentive to love and a
shouldering of responsibility.
The conflict in the United States is between a love
of freedom which amounts almost to irresponsibility and
license, and a growing humanitarian ideology which will
result in world service and non-separateness. The rays of
energy governing the United States are the 6th Ray of
Idealism, which is the energy of the countries personality,
and the 2nd Ray of Love-Wisdom, which governs the soul
of the country. I would here point out to you that it is
the soul ray of the United States which relates it to Great
Britain. The sixth ray personality energy (at the present
stage of unfoldment) produces an idealism which requires
transmuting and changing from an idealism intensely preoccupied with the preservation of a high standard of living
and physical comfort to an idealistic appreciation of the
real spiritual values; these are at present veiled and hidden
in the material philosophy of the country. The youthful
interpretation of this idealism can be seen in the complete
conviction of the American people that everything in the
United States is better than anything anywhere else, in its
willingness to tell all the world what should or should
not be done, in its revolt from all controls, in its unthinking acceptance of any information which falls in with its
preconceived ideas and prejudices; the mature aspect of
American idealism leads its people to a prompt response
to the good, the beautiful and the true, to the expression
of an active humanitarianism and an invocative spiritual
approach to reality.
It is interesting to note the unusual alignment of ray
energies to be found at this time in the United States:
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The energy of the soul
. . . Ray of Love-Wisdom . . . Ray II
The energy of the personality . . . Ray of Idealism
. . . Ray VI
The energy relating the two . . . Ray of Harmony
through conflict . . . Ray IV

These Rays––2,4,6––are all on the second line of spiritual
energy and lack all the stiffening and strengthening qualities
of the first line of ray energy––1,3,5,7––which are governed by Will or Power. The American civilization, with
all its clamor of youthful precocity, is in reality the heir
of the passing sixth ray civilization, the Piscean; therefore,
you have here the reason for the tendency of the American
people to adopt violently conditioning idealisms and ideologies. It is the idealistic tendency in conflict with pronounced materialistic trends of this particular modern era
which will finally evoke the harmony which will liberate
the spirit of America, which will reveal to its people that
it is one world and which will enable the people of this
land to harmonize with the rest of the world and draw
forth the loving response of other nations. It is for this that
the men of goodwill must work.
Russia is, if you could but realize it, a battleground
today within her own sealed walls. Her iron curtain is to
Russia what the Monroe Doctrine was to the American
people. In connection with all the three Great Powers––
the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and the U.K.––certain major conflicts are being specifically precipitated; these will fundamentally affect the destiny of humanity. These three nations
constitute the three points of a most potent world triangle
of energy, and once there is a free circulation and a true
understanding established between them, then world peace
will be assured and the Christ can come. This understanding and this free harmony (if I may use such a term) will
come as the result of each of the three Nations arriving
at a real measure of internal harmony as a result of its
own particular conflict, and then moving forward in an
effort to harmonize with each other and the rest of the
world.
Russia has the same personality ray as the United
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States and her seventh ray soul (conditioned by the Ray of
Order) is closely related to the personality ray of Great
Britain, the first Ray of Will or Power; the will aspect of
divinity works out on the physical plane as the seventh
Ray of Order or of conformity to the inner divine will.
The interior problem of the U.S.S.R. is the conflict
raging between the imposed arrogant will of a handful
of powerful dictators and the fluid, unstable and ignorant
reaction of a people from whom the truth is constantly
withheld; they therefore have to fight blindly for their freedom, to fight instinctively and without knowledge of the
facts. They are not yet waging a successful fight.
The point, however, which is of major importance to
us is the recognition that each of these three nations is
distinguished by:
a. A similarity of problem.
b. A battleground which is leading to the formation
of a triangle of relationships brought about through
the Principle of Conflict.
The similarity of problems consists in the fact that each
of these three nations is essentially composite in nature
and is formed by an amalgamation of many nations, of
many peoples speaking many different languages, and is
consequently staging a great experiment in fusion.
1. The U.K. is the nucleus or the living germ of the
British Commonwealth of Nations wherein a great experiment in free government is being tried out; this gives complete internal freedom and choice to each related Dominion,
plus an equally complete and free interrelationship. The
Dominions are all of them independent nations, but belong
to a united Commonwealth; a pattern is thereby presented
for world consideration.
2. The U.S.A is a fusing center wherein all nationalities
are represented and are being slowly blended into a miniature One Humanity. A great experiment in right relationships is being undertaken and is making real progress. A
culture and a civilization will emerge which will be the
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result of right human relations and which can provide a
world pattern in relationships. I refer here to the presentation of democracy. There is nothing satisfactory yet in the
presentation of the dreamed-of democracy. France and
Great Britain are equally democratic, and more successful
because more mature and experienced, but the "melting
pot" of the U.S.A. will provide eventually the outstanding
experiment in right relations because of its many races
and nationalities––all blended together within the borders
of one country.
3. The U.S.S.R. is also seeking to blend and unite into
one great national project many diverse nations and races
––European and Asiatic––and the effort is still largely
embryonic. In Russia a world ideology is being wrought
out which (when proven) can be presented to the world
as a model system; this, however, will not come as a result
of dictatorship, nor can it be presented aggressively to the
world. Russia is in reality––whether she realizes it or not at
present––undertaking a great experiment in education and,
in spite of evil methods and sinning against the soul of
human freedom, eventually this educational process will
prove convincing to the world and provide a world model.
This can only take place when the present group of dictators and arrogant men have passed away or been forced out
of power by an awakening people.
In these three great nations, therefore, the three major
divine aspects are being brought into manifestation, thus
laying the foundation for the new world order. All three
are of equal importance.

points and admitting a free circulation between all points
around the triangle.
These great world problems are also being worked out
in each of these three nations:

In Great Britain ––right human government ––Will or Power
In the U.S.A. ––right human relations
––Love-Wisdom
In the U.S.S.R. ––right use of the mind
––Intelligence

This must be remembered and taught, and men of goodwill everywhere should work for a closer relationship between these three peoples. These three points of a divine
triangle of energy should not be isolated points, each holding
its own point of tension; they should be related points,
each point distributing strengthening energy to the other
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1. In Great Britain, the problem of socialism is being
resolved and the sound judgment of the people will eventually balance the two conditions of a socialist programme
and free enterprise; this needs doing, for the extreme position in either case is untenable. This today presents a conflict which all the world is watching. The transition period
between group living (in the true and spiritual sense) and
the present and past period of an intense individualism is
not easy, and in Great Britain the whole matter is being
put to the test. The bridge will be built.
2. In the U.S.A. you have the problem of the relationship between capital and labor awaiting solution; the conflict is fierce but a compromise will eventually be worked
out if capital concedes certain arrogant powers, recognizes
the rights of other human beings and demonstrates less
selfish greed, and if labor will work with less selfishness,
prove less exacting and evince a more understanding spirit.
The bridge between these two great groups must and will
be built.
3. In the U.S.S.R. you have the problem of the leveling
of the masses in all classes; this leveling has produced a
low standard of living and the work to be done is to raise
more than to bridge. This leveling produces serious conflict and one that is little realized by those who cannot
penetrate into the sealed citadel which is Russia. It is really
a conflict between the mounting human spirit and the force
of the totalitarian regime which seeks to hold it down, killing individualism. The innate strength of the human spirit
to rise has never yet failed, and this conflict will prove the
agent in harmonizing many factors.
Within the comity of nations, certain of them have
ever been prime agents for producing conflict. This is
largely owing to their fiery temperament and their strong
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emotional bias and condition. The Poles and the Irish are
prime "catalysts of conflict" and are constantly instigating
difficulties between peoples. Such has ever been their history. French aggression in the Middle Ages has also caused
difficulty, and in later days, Germany became the prime
agent of conflict. Today the Jewish people are engineering
trouble, and it is interesting to note that the main contention in the past of Poland, lately of the Irish, and today
of the Jews, is territory, thus evidencing a most distorted
sense of values. There is in the last analysis but one world
and one humanity, and in a shorter time than you may
think boundaries and territories will mean but little. World
citizenship will be the only factor of importance.
The Jews are governed by the third Ray of Active
Intelligence, the energy which permeates and controls matter or substance. They were also, during the years immediately following the war, under the control of a glamour
imposed by the Zionist Dictators, who were attempting
(somewhat unsuccessfully) to be to the Jewish people what
Stalin and his group, and Hitler and his gang, have been
to their people. They worked through the same methods
––terrorizing, withholding information, browbeating their
opponents, making false claims and bribing and corrupting.
They were and are a minority, but a powerful minority
because of their great wealth and their being in positions
of power. They are claiming a land to which they have no
possible right and which the Jews have ignored for two
thousand years. Their attitude is perhaps the culminating
aggressive action of the age and marks a climaxing point;
it has produced a serious world tension, but out of this
good may come and a "point of emergence for mankind"
be reached. The issue of aggression can be more clearly
seen because of their activities. Very few lands today are
in the possession of their original inhabitants, and if restoration is made to all original inhabitants (which is not possible)
an impossible situation would be brought about just as
legitimate as the Zionist position. If the Zionist claims are
to be considered (and they have been) they in their turn

should realize that (if The Old Testament is to be believed)
they originally took the land of Palestine away from its
original owners nearly three thousand years ago, at the
point of the sword and through an unprovoked aggression.
This conflict which the Zionists have precipitated is
basic and useful. It constitutes a test case, being based
upon physical plane aggression, being fought with the most
violent emotional disturbance and being founded upon
completely illogical premises. The Jew has ever been
(could he but usefully remember it) the symbol of humanity
––evolving, seeking, restless, materialistic, separative and
greedy. He is the symbol of the mass consciousness, presenting this consciousness in an exaggerated form; he is ever
seeking and searching a home and is the true Prodigal Son
of The New Testament.
Curiously enough, the Jews have never been a fighting
race since the time of the sorry story of the conquest of
the early tribes in Palestine; they have been persecuted
and repudiated down the centuries, but have retaliated
simply by moving on––the wandering Jew seeking a home,
wandering humanity, saying always, "I must arise and go
to my Father." The motive given to the Prodigal Son in
the Gospel story is a strictly material one, and we have
here an outstanding instance of the prophetic knowledge
of the Christ.
The Jewish people have not only repudiated the Messiah (which their race produced), but they have forgotten
their unique relation to humanity; they forget that millions
in the world today have suffered as they have suffered and
that––for instance––there are eighty per cent of other people
in the concentration camps of Europe and only twenty per
cent Jews. The Jew however, fought only for himself, and
largely ignored the sufferings of his fellowmen in the concentration camps.
I have enlarged thus upon the Jewish conflict because
it is the symbol of all past conflicts in human history, based
upon universal selfishness and the greed of undeveloped
humanity, and because the crucial test of the nations and
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of the United Nations Assembly is to be found in the decisions which they made and may make concerning Palestine.
The test, as far as the nations are concerned, lies in
their willingness to give refuge to the Jews, and such a
refuge would have been offered if the partitioning of Palestine had been refused. The unwillingness of the nations
to admit the Jews (though many have willingly offered),
and particularly the refusal of the United States to admit
them, is separative, wrong and based upon political expediency. The test, as far as the United Nations is concerned,
was whether they would endorse partition, and thus perpetuate the spirit of aggression and territorial greed, against
which the Forces of Light were arrayed in the last war.
The United Nations has already made a major mistake by
their original admittance of Russia––a totalitarian power,
as was Germany––to their councils. Now they have made
another. In the first mistake they precipitated into the
United Nations the element of conflict and that spirit of
"fanatical imposition" which is distinctive of the totalitarian
ideology; in this second case, through the endorsement of
partition, they perpetuate the ancient technique of taking
what is wanted (with force of arms, if necessary) from the
rightful owners. It was a test for the United States, for it is
the American Jews who have created the situation, with
relatively little help or endorsement from the Jews of other
nations. The United States, urged by expediency, by the
financial weight of the Zionists, and by the strategic position of Palestine, have thrown the weight of their influence
into the conflict on the side of aggression and of territorial
theft. They could have worked for the Principle of Harmony and permitted time and the non-separativeness of
the nations to adjust and solve the Jewish problem.
More I will not say; the symbolic nature of this basic
world problem and its dynamic importance to humanity
have led me thus to enlarge. The decision anent the Jews
is one of hierarchical importance owing to the karmic relation of the Christ to the Jewish race, to the fact that
they repudiated Him as the Messiah and are still doing so,

and of the interpretive nature of the Jewish problem as far
as the whole of humanity is concerned.
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